Spelling Pantomime

Players: 6 or more, a caller

You need: list of Unit 33 Basic and Challenge Words (omit cookie)

How to play: Sit in a circle. The object of the game is to spell Basic and Challenge Words, without saying the letter y. Follow these steps:

1. The caller says a Spelling Word. Then he or she points to a player.
2. That player says the first letter of the word. The player to the right must say the second letter, and so on.
3. When a player reaches y, she or he must say “Buzz” instead of “y.” If the player says “y” by mistake, he or she is out. Players who give incorrect letters are also out.
4. Play continues until all of the words have been correctly spelled with Buzz instead of y.

Other ways to play this game: Players can go to the board in turn to write the letters. They can replace the word “Buzz” with a picture, such as a bumblebee.